A general method is developed by using nonstandard analysis for formulating and proving a theorem about upper Banach density parallel to each theorem about Shnirel'man density o r l o wer asymptotic density.
Results
Some notations are needed before I can state the theorems. We denote by N, Z and R the set of all natural numbers, the set of all integers and the set of all real numbers, respectively. Let N + denote the set of all positive integers. The letters A ; B ; C ; : : : are always used for subsets of Z and the letters k ; m ; n ; : : : are always used for standard integers. The Greek letters ; ; ; : : : are always used for standard real numbers. For any integers a; b with a 6 b, we denote exclusively by a; b the interval of integers fc : c is an integer and a 6 c 6 bg. When h a n ; b n : n 2 Ni such that lim n!1 b n , a n = 1 and a n ; b n h p B , a n N + a n for every n 2 N.
It is easy to see that a basis of order h is a piecewise basis of order h. Our of intervals h a n ; b n : n 2 Ni and there exists a numberk 2 N such that lim n!1 b n , a n = 1 and a n + k;b n h pa B , a n N + a n for every n 2 N. Note that a piecewise basis is a piecewise asymptotic basis. One needs only to take k = 0 . Also a piecewise asymptotic basis is a Banach basis. One can easily construct a Banach basis which is not a piecewise asymptotic basis and construct an piecewise asymptotic basis which is not a piecewise basis. In Theorem 1, one can't replace the conclusion A is a Banach basis" by A is a piecewise asymptotic basis". Let B be a piecewise asymptotic basis. Suppose I = h a n ; b n : n 2 Ni, k 2 N and h pa 2 N + are given such that lim n!1 b n , a n = 1 and a n + k;b n h pa B , a n N + a n for every n 2 N. For each n 2 N and each m 2 a n + k;b n , let h n m = minfh 0 2 N + : a n + k;b n h 0 B , a n N + a n g: 
Nonstandard Analysis
In this section, we brie y introduce the nonstandard analysis. Although the purpose of this introduction is only supplying enough background for this paper, the introduction itself may give the reader some ideas how the nonstandard analysis works in general. The detailed introduction can befound in 11 or 5 . 5 is written for the reader who has no background in mathematical logic. Let R; + ; ; 6; 0; 1 be the standard real ordered eld. We often write R for this eld as well as its base set. Let R bethe collection of all subsets of R. We call the structure V = R R; +; ; 6; 0; 1; 2; j j the standard model, where 2 is the membership relation between R and R and j j is the cardinality function from the collection F i n R of all nite subsets of R to N such that jAj is the numberof elements in A. We will also write V for the set R R. Next we use an ultrapower construction to construct a nonstandard model V which is an extension of V and much more. From now on, let's x a nonprincipal ultra lter U on N. Ultrapower construction: Let V N = fhv n : n 2 Ni : v n 2 Vg be the set of all Vsequences. Using the ultra lter U, one can de ne an equivalence relation U on V N by letting hu n : n 2 Ni U hv n : n 2 Ni i fn 2 N : u n = v n g 2 U. We denote by hv n : n 2 Ni the equivalence class containing hv n : n 2 Ni. Let V = V N =U bethe set of all equivalence classes. For each v 2 V, let v 2 V bethe equivalence class containing the constant sequence hv : n 2 Ni. Then the map : v 7 ! v is an embedding which embeds V into V. Hence one can view V as a subset of V. As a convention, we simply write r for r when r 2 R. We can also extend +; ; 6; 2 and j j onto V as the following.
For any hu n : n 2 Ni and hv n : n 2 Ni in R and any hA n : n 2 Ni in R, let hu n : n 2 Ni + hv n : n 2 Ni = hu n + v n : n 2 Ni hv n : n 2 Ni hu n : n 2 Ni = hu n v n : n 2 Ni hu n : n 2 Ni 6 hv n : n 2 Ni i fn 2 N : u n 6 v n g 2 U hu n : n 2 Ni 2 hA n : n 2 Ni i fn 2 N : u n 2 A n g 2 U and j hA n : n 2 Ni j = hjA n j : n 2 Ni : Note that if every A n is a nite set, then hA n : n 2 Ni 2 F i n R and j hA n : n 2 Ni j 2 N. The structure V; + ; ; 6; 0; 1; 2; j j is called a nonstandard model. We also use V for the nonstandard model. Obviously, V is an extension of V. In fact, R is a nonstandard real ordered eld, Z is a nonstandard integer ring, N is a nonstandard model of Peano arithmetic, etc. In R there are numbers closer to 0 than any standard non-zero real numbers in R. These numbers are called in nitesimals. For example, h 1 n : n 2 Ni is a non-zero in nitesimal. There are also integers in N which are greater than any standard integers in N. We call those numbers hyper nite integers. For example, the number hn : n 2 Ni is a hyper nite integer. The reader is recommanded to visualize a hyper nite integer not as a sequence, but as a single numberextremely far away. We write H ; K ; L ; : : : as well as a ; b ; c : : : for both nite or hyper nite integers. We call all elements in R the numbers in V and call elements in R the sets in V. There are three kinds of subsets of R. All the subsets having the form A for some A R are called standard sets. All the subsets having the form hA n : n 2 Ni with A n R are called internal sets. A subset of R is called an external set if it is not internal. For example, the set N is an external subset of R. In fact, every internal subset of N bounded above has a largest element. Let A = hA n : n 2 Ni 0; H for some hyper nite integer H. Then max A, the largest element in A, is hmax A n : n 2 Ni . A standard set is internal. The set h 0; n : n 2 Ni i s i n ternal but not standard. R is the collection of all internal subsets of R.
The structure V is not only an extension of V, but also has many other nice properties.
Logical formulas: Let x ; y ; : : : denote variables. Let p; q; r beeither the variables or the elements, called constants, in V. Then the following are called atomic formulas: p = q, p + q = r, pq = r, p 6 q, p 2 q and jpj = q. The meaning of these atomic formulas in V should be self-clear. For example, p 2 q means p i s a n umber, q is a set and p is a memberofq. When the constants in an atomic formula are all standard elements, the truth of the formula in V is same as the truth of the formula in V.
Starting from those atomic formulas, one can form all logical formulas according to the following three recursive rules.
3 If ' is a formula, so is 9x' where x can beany variable. The symbol: stands for not",^stands for and" and 9x stands for there exists an x such that...". Note that the interpretations of 9x in V and in V are di erent. The meaning of 9x in V is there exists an x in V such that : : : " while the meaning in V is there exists an x in V such that : : : ". In the formula 9x', ' is called the scope of the quanti er 9x. An occurrence of a variable y in a formula ' is called free if the occurrence is not within the scope of 9y for any subformula 9yin '. The symbols _ stands for or", ! stands for imply", $ stands for i " and 8 stands for for every" can also beused in logical formulas. Those symbols can be expressed using :,^and 9 as the following:
' _ is equivalent t o ::': , ' ! is equivalent t o :' _ , ' $ is equivalent t o ' ! ^ ! ', 8x' is equivalent t o :9x:'. The symbols stands for intersect", stands for union", r stands for setsubtract" can also be used in a formula as the abbreviations. For example, p 2 q r is equivalent t o p 2 q^p 2 r. The symbols , stands for number subtract" and = stands for divide" can beexpressed as: p , q = r i q + r = p and p=q = r i :q = 0 qr= p.
Claim Every mathematical statement in the theorems, propositions and lemmas of this paper can be expressed by a logical formula de ned above. Loeb spaces: Given a hyper nite integer H, = 0 ; H , 1 is a hyper nite set. Let A bean internal set. Then jAj is an integer between 0 and H. Hence jAj=H is a numberin R between 0 and 1. By the completeness of R, one can nd a unique standard real number between 0 and 1 such that jAj=H is in nitesimally close to . Let's call the standard part of jAj=H denoted by stjAj=H = . In fact, st is de ned on every numberr in R as long as r is between two standard real numbers. It is easy to see that 0 . For each S 2 , de ne L S = S = S. Then ; ; L is a standard, countably-additive, atomless, complete probability space, which is called a hyper nite Loeb space generated by a normalized uniform counting measure j j =H. Let's call it simply a Loeb space on 0; H , 1 . Note that the Loeb space construction can be carried out on any h yper nite set instead of 0; H ,1 . The reader should notice that the veri cation of the countable-additivity requires using Proposition 4. Loeb space is a very important tool for applying nonstandard analysis to other elds of mathematics, especially to probability theory see 1 . Proof The proof of the lemma is also similar to the proof of Lemma 2. " Proof of Theorem 3 Let B be a piecewise basis of piecewise order h. Let h a n ; b n : n 2 Ni beasequence of intervals such that lim 1 n=0 b n , a n = 1 and hB , a n N + a n a n ; b n for n 2 N. Let 2 
Comments
1 The main goal of this paper is not just for supplying the proofs to the theorems in x1. In fact, the whole procedure of producing the proofs reveals a general method, using nonstandard analysis, of deriving a result about upper Banach density parallel to each existing result about lower asymptotic density or Shnirel'man density in an extremely e cient way. Given a set A with BDA , there is a copy of N in a remote area where A has lower asymptotic density or Shnirel'man density . By applying the existing theorem about lower asymptotic density or Shnirel'man density, one can obtain a result on that area. Then one can pull the result down to the standard world to obtain the parallel result.
2 There are other papers using nonstandard analysis to study the sequences of natural numbers. See 8 , 9 , 10 and 7 for example. In 7 , one of the consequences of the main nonstandard result is in additive number theorem. The consequence, suggested to me by S. Leth, says that for any A; B N with BDA 0 and BDB 0, the set A + B is piecewise syndetic. A set S N is piecewise syndetic if S + 0 ; k is thick for some k 2 N. This consequence is interesting because it is a special case of a general phenomenon which s a ys that if A and B are large in terms of measure", then A+B is not small in terms of order-topology". The consequence is interesting also because it complements a result which says that if BDA 0, then A , A = fa , a 0 : a; a 0 2 A and a 0 6 ag is syndetic 3, page 75, Proposition 3.19 . A set S N is syndetic if S + 0 ; k N r 0; n for some k;n2 N.
3 Our development of the nonstandard analysis in x2 is very restrictive. The guideline I followed is that I should provide, as concrete as possible, only necessary background of nonstandard analysis for the proofs of this paper. For broader applications in other mathematical elds, one may need more than that in x2. a One can use other ways instead of ultrapower construction to construct a nonstandard model. One can also construct an ultrapower by using a nonprincipal ultra lter on a larger set I instead of on N. b The standard model may contain much more that V de ned in x2. Nonstandard analysts usually take the standard model V to be the standard superstructure de ned as the following. Let V 0 = R X where X is any needed set, and V n+1 = V n V n . Then V = 1 n=0 V n ; 2. From this V, one can construct the nonstandard model V as, for example, an ultrapower of V. Note that the functions such as +, and j j , and relations such as 6 and 2 can be viewed as elements in V. c I deliberately blurred the distinction between syntax and semantics of the logical formulas in order to reduce the hard-ness for the reader with no logic background. We rely heavily on the reader's common-sense understanding of the truth of a formula in a model. The rigorous treatment can be found in any rst-year logic course textbook.
